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Nation Seeks To Meet Averardi Lecture Will
Unemployment Crisis Be Illustrated Study
The stock market crash of a year
ago precipitated in the United States
an industrial crisis which has since
been making; itself felt more and more
acutely. In two weeks the number of
unemployed jumped from 700.000 to
3,100.000. To say that the market
crash precipitated the situation does
not mean that it was the cause Both
more than nation-wide. Similar fig-
ures can be given for the situation in
Germany, where it has, however, had
a more gradual development. Three
years ago the army of the unemployed
in that country numbered about 800,-
000 and today it exceeds 3,000.000.
)w that the
On Monday, December 8, the Depart-
ment of Italian and the Department of
Art will present Dr. Franco Bruno
Averardi, Ph. D„ Litt. D.. LL. D., Uni-
versity of Turin, who will lecture under
the auspices of the Institute of Inter-
national Education, at eight o'clock in
the Art
ducted by the University of Virginia
last April demonstrated the fact that
unemployment in Philadelphia was
40% heavier than it had been a year
earlier. Despite the seasonal increase
of available jobs in early September,
the President's Emergency Committee
on Unemployment publishes an esti-
mate of 3,500,000 out of work at the
present time, as opposed to the average
of 1,000.000 unemployed under normal
Even the most cursory survey of tl
situation provokes the question: wli
is to be done? From two differei
points of attack things are being don
Immediate need requires that provisit
be made for the food and shelter
those most directly affected. In i
attempt to get to the bottom of tl
situation and so to prevent the recu
rence of such a crisis, various feden
state, and municipal groups have be<
formed to investigate means of stabil
zing employment.
Since the beginning of t
depression, New York city has seer
influx of 50,000 unemployed. The
is preparing shelter for 4,000,
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)
Dr, Averardi will ^pcak. in English, on
The Spirit of Florence and Siena in
the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Cen-
turies, an illustrated study of the great
Tuscan painters of the late Middle
Ages and of the early Renaissance.
Dr. Averardi was born in Turin of a
well-known Piedmontese family. After
|
receiving his doctorate in Law, Letters
and Philosophy at the University of
Turin, he entered the diplomatic ser-
vice and took an active part in the
Naval Conference in Washington and
in the Genoa Conference. For over a
year he was a member of the disarma-
ment section in the secretariat of the
League of Nations at Geneva, and he
participated in the League of Nations
Conference there in 1925.
Several years ago, Dr. Averardi left
diplomacy to enter the field of arts and
letters, and became assistant profes-
sor of German Literature at the Uni-
versity of Florence.
During the first term of the academic
year 1929-30, Dr. Averardi was visiting
professor at Western Reserve Univer-
sity in Ck veland, under the auspices
of the Carnegie Endowment for Inter-
national Peace; and during the second
term he made a lecture tour of a num-
ber of colleges under the auspices of
the Italy America Society and the
Institute of International Education.
In the field of literature, Dr.
Averardi has published several highly
praised translations of the Elizabethan
dramatists into Italian and of Adolfo
Venturi's books into German; he
literature, to European period-
On Friday and Saturday evenings,
November 28 and 29, at eight o'
in Alumnae Hall, Barnswallows
present as its fall formal production,
Enter Madame. This play was a
office success in New York ten
ago. There has been a change in the
Maimie Sze instead of Bing Chung Ling
will play Tamomoto. The Saturday
nr> levin;. nee will be followed by
ing in the Alumnae ballroom
The Chapel speaker for Sunday, No-
vember 30, will be Rev. Charles N
Arbuckle, of the First Church in New-
ton, Newton Center.
The Christian Association vespei
service will be held Sunday evening
November 30, in A. K. X. Society
House at 7:30 o'clock. President
Pendleton will lead, and all the college
is invited to attend.
On Monday evening, December
eight o'clock in Billings Hall, the Music
Department brings to the college Miss
Heloise Russell-Fergusson, who will
present a program of Songs of
Hebrides.
Mrs. Emma Fall Schofield, Assistant
Attorney General of Massachusetts
coming to Wellesley on Tuesday, De-
cember 2nd, to speak on the training
and professional opportunities for wo-
men in legal work. Mrs. Schofield has
had a most interesting career, has held
important positions in the state, and
has now advanced to an office unusual
for a woman. She is a charming,
vivacious speaker, and her account ol
only to students who are considering
law, but also to all who are interested
in the career of a woman of outstand-
ing ability.
The lecture will take place in Room
124 Founders at 4:40 P. M. on Tuesday,
December 2nd.
On Tuesday evening, December 2.
Professor Etienne Gilson, one of the
greatest living scholars and interpre-
ters of Philosophy, will lecture at
Alumnae Hall. His subject is La vie
interieure de Maine de Biran—Inter-
pretation de la conscience francaise. de
Rousseau au Romanticisvie. M. Gilson
formerly at Harvard University, is now
Professor of Philosophy at the Sor-
bonne, and Director of the Institute of
Medieval Studies at Toronto University,
Dr. Lafayette B. Mendel, Sterling
Professor of Physiological Chemistry
at Yale University, will lecture at
Alumnae Hall on Wednesday evening
December 3, at eight o'clock. His sub-
ject is Diet in Relation to Body Fat,
Dr. Mendel was to have lectured on
November 10. but he was unable tc
fulfill his engagement because of ill-
Joint Choir Concert Will
Take Place December Sixth
The Wellesley College Glee Club will
give a joint concert with the glee club
of either Williams or Amherst S;
day, December 6, at eight o'cloc
Alumnae Hall. Arrangements had
made for Williams to appear, but
suing complications have made the
matter indefinite. Dancing will follow
in the ballroom at Alumnae
glee club hopes that a largi
will attend, si
proposed glee club con
Haven during Christmas
to be paid through the profits of this
joint concert. Tickets will
at the El table next week.
Stopping The Next War
Is Subject For Lecture
Addressing members of the Liberal
Club at Agora, Monday evening, No-
vember 17. Paul Porter. Field Secretary
of the League for Industrial Democra-
cy, emphasized the economic factors
which may possibly lead within a few
years to another war. The title of
Mr. Porter's lecture being Stopping the
Next War, his stress was laid upon pre-
vention of hostilities.
"We are," said the speaker, "nearer
to a great war than ever before, in the
sense that the world as a whole is
better prepared for such a conflict."
Mr. Porter's topic included only the
economic, and not the psychological
causes of war. He discussed the two
great inciters of international difficul-
ties: the struggle for raw materials,
and international trade relations. He
suggested a commission made up of
representatives from all the coun-
tries of the world to regulate the dis-
tribution of such raw materials as rub-
almost any nation, deprived of
heady pos-
sessed by a nation would also have a
beneficial effect on future conditions.
International trade relations as they
exist today, Mr. Porter feels, are the
most fecund causes of trouble. The
high protective tariff policy of the
United States is producing results
abroad which threaten every nation
including this one. Claiming that by
so protecting home industries against
the competition of foreign labor, the
high tariff men have often either
raised American prices by fostering in-
efficient factories with high costs of
production, or given aid to industries
already wealthy beyond the need of
aid. Professor Wilcox of Swarthmore
has calculated that out of the 42,000,-
000 workers in this country there are
only 8,000,000 who could possibly profit
by a tariff protection, and even these
would be liable to the payment of
higher prices.
Besides the failure of the high pro-
tective tariff in this country, there are
international complications to be con-
sidered. About thirty-five
Page 7, Col. 2.
Statistics Prove Plan B











we be expected to know someone who
lives in the other end of our home
state? The people who ask such an-
noying questions perhaps do not real-
ize how many come from each state.
Statistics being the order of the day,
News is presenting a general survey of
the distribution of
among states and ;
Occasionally we
State and City Alto ether there are
only 135 out of
Empire State a their own. They out-
irith the Bostonian ac-
cent by almos half. But the home
college is, of cc urse, so much less in-
teresting than c away. In proof
of this we can boast three Canadian
students, one from ft exico, one from
the Canal Zone and or e from Belgium.
Back again in the U lited States, we
find that not a few Wellesleyites come
eastern sections. Pennsylvania and
New Jersey together send a few more
students than Massachusetts. Ohio,
Connecticut, and Illinois complete the
Poets'
Readings will be given by Carl Sand-
burg, foremost contemporary American
poet, on Monday, December 3, at 4:40
P. M., at Alumnae Hall. Mr. Sandburg
is especially well known as the poet of
the Middle West. The son of Swedish
immigrants living in Galesburg, he ac-
quired through the necessity of serving
as a support to the family, a diversified
experience as truck driver, odd-job
man, and scene shifter. A trip on a
freighter to Denver and service in the
Spanish American War doubtless gave
him material from which he could
draw for his work. After serving in
the war he returned to Galesburg and
worked his way through Lombard Col-
lege, where he distinguished himself on
the college magazine and as a member
of the Writers' Club. When Mr. Sand-
burg had finished college and after he
had experimented in many fields, he
became successful in both Milwaukee
{Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
Miss Overacker Gives First
Of Times Contest Lectures
The first of the series of lectures to
be given in connection with the New
York Times Current Events Contest
took place Friday afternoon, November
21. At that time Miss Overacker of
the Department of History discussed
the essential features which should be
noted in connection with the recent
Beginning with a brief account of the
events which characterized the elections
of 1928. Miss Overacker summarized
and explained the conditions which
have made recent elections result in
such an obvious defeat for the Repub-
licans and such an overwhelming vic-
tory for the Democrats. In explaining
this victory, she pointed out the fact
that the gain of votes on the part of
the faction defeated in the presidential
elections of 1928 is not altogether an
unusual one, since the pendulum of
votes has been known to swing in this
direction in many other elections of
the past. She added, however, that
the gain in the 1930 results is unusual
in that the pendulum has swung, in
this case, almost to the other extreme.
The contrast can be noted particularly
in the returns of such well-known Re-
publican states as Kansas, Kentucky,
and West Virginia.
In speaking of the most outstanding'
individual struggles in these elections
Miss Overacker referred particularly to
those which occurred in New York,
New Jersey, Illinois, Ohio, and Penn-
sylvania. Both the gubernatorial and
the senatorial elections in the first two
states are interesting because they in-
volve the careers of possible presiden-
tial candidates for 1932. In New York,
for example, Franklin Roosevelt's suc-
cess, in which the vindication of his
personal honesty was involved, may
mean his nomination as presidential
candidate by the Democratic Party. In
the same way, Dwight Morrow's sim-
ilar success in the senatorial elections
of New Jersey may result in a similar
nomination by the Republican Party.




The University of Chicago trustees
and faculty have sanctioned the be-
ginning of the radical experiment h
educational and teaching methods de-
veloped by President Robert Maynard
Hutchins who, a year ago today,
installed, at the age of 30, as
of the University.
The New York Times discusses the
plan, as follows:
In place of the present four-year
undergraduate course, with its ce
number of credits and a degree a
end, a new type of college is t
created in which the student will be
able to graduate whenever he can pass
a comprehensive examination.
A genius may get through in two
months, a brilliant student in a year.
Those who enjoy the social side of
college life may loaf along for four
years, then be weeded out, with no





spend still more t
in special courses.
The present graduate school is tc
go and, in place of this and the
undergraduate courses, the non-profes-
sional training will be divided into five
main sections, each with a
physical sciences division, biologi-
, the]
vision and the college.
The reorganization forms the frame-
work around which the new education-
al method is to be built. It may be ex-
tended, if found successful, into the
professional schools, shortening and
concentrating the courses there.
Plan Developed Gradually
The experiment is expected to chal-
lenge the attention of the education-
al world as an effort to answer the
question of whether college is "worth
while," and to put the burden of this
largely upon the individual. It is a
flowering of tendencies which have
been noted for the last few years in
several American institutions, and
marked at the University of Chicago
several years ago by the honor courses
established under Dr. Max Mason's
presidency.
President Hutchins and the univer-
sity authorities look upon the project
as a sort of "five-year plan," for if
at the end of five years its good effects
are not apparent in the student world
and in research and teaching, it may
be changed or abandoned.
Dr. Hutchins, who has spoken and
written on the general aspects of the
plan a number of times in recent
months, discussed tonight the adop-
tion of it.
"If one were building a hypothetical
university," he said, "he would go at
it just this way. I do not mean to
say that by taking down the old walls
we can produce a new character in
teaching or in students, but we can
open the way and watch the result.
If, in five years' time, it is not up to
expectations, we will know what not
"Take the teaching end, particularly.
There is no institution in the Middle
West that has the influence upon
teaching that the University of Chica-
go has. This is in mere point of num-
ber, at least. The complaint has been
in many quarters that teachers were
too narrow and specialized, that they
did not have a sufficiently broad out-
look, and were not able to change
quickly.
Stresses New Teaching Method
"In this new institution which we are
starting, we hope to teach the teacher
how to teach as well as the student
how to study. In the old method
courses were arbitrary and the doors
were closed to many related subjects
In the new school they will cut
through a wide area and take in re-
"It has been the complaint in this
country that too much time is w
in education and that it is not i
while. We can at least save time
for the average student and give
a better education than he now gets,
although the question of just what
a good education is one that will ha
to be worked out in the course of this
experiment.
"It will permit a student to make
an honorable exit from college after
he has passed satisfactory examina-
tions. For those of high degree of
way will be clear to
ore special .scholarship
[ere we hope to find the
the i
be smaller, and the teachers will be
on clear terms with the students. They
will enter an atmosphere of serious ef-
fort, and I think they will react to it."
One of the important changes will
be in the budgeting system. Divisional
rather than departmental autonomy
will mean the encouragement of under-
graduate teaching. The job of the col-
lege will be that of teaching, and its
funds will be devoted to that purpose.
Department of Study
Humanities—Philosophy, art, compara-
tive religion, Oriental languages, New
Testament, comparative philosophy,
Greek. Latin, romance, Germanics,
English.
Social Sciences — Psychology, educa-
tion, economics, political science, his-
tory, sociology, anthropology, home
economics, geography.
Physical Sciences—Mathematics, mili-
tary science, astronomy, physics,
chemistry, geology.
Biological Sciences—Botany, physical
culture, zoology, anatomy, physiolo-
gy, physiological chemistry, hygiene
and bacteriology, pathology, the clin-
UNEMPLOYMENT
PROBLEM (l
How The Other Half
Lives
oriuinnlil v.We make no claims
find in the Wheaton Neios for last
week an "Inquiring Reporter" column.
The subject under discussion was the
discontinuance of what is known as
the "Sunday Night English Literature
Readings." Professor King, who insti-
tuted the plan two years ago, is quoted:
"They are an opportunity for students
who are at all interested in English
Literature to meet the Faculty mem-
bers who can give them information





large enough attendance to co
ate the members of the faculty for || friend:
lien time." The .students interviewed
11 seemed to be in favor of continuing
D Whatever your budget you
can find books to fit it
—




H. J. SEILER CO.
Caterers since 1873
t. lir- ?;ilv it ion ieedm-
While Boston has so far averted thi
necessity for establishing soup kitch-
ens and bread lines, the city's dole
has been increased about $850,00(1 in
a year. At the Municipal Woodyard
where temporary employment can be
provided, the number of workmen in-
creased from 103 in September 192£
) 1,184 at the same time in 1930.
The most outstanding attempt at re-
government's proposition to accelerate
ruction of public works during
such periods of slackness. Leo Wol-
sis of the Report of the
Recent Economic Changes in Presi-
l unemploy-
penditure on roads and bridges dur-
ing 1930 will exceed that of 1929 by
approximately $225,000,000.
Governor Roosevelt of New York,
10 has had a committee working on
e situation for some months, recently
suggested an interstate conference of
the governors of six states, which, be-
ing largely industrial, are strongly af-
fected by present conditions. He fur-
suggests that capital be loaned
from official sources for carrying on
activity until it is more
in Congress for the
benefit of farmers who were impover-
ished by the drought of the past
In the
public works is the proposal that large
industries provide employment during
slack seasons by overhauling and ex-
panding their facilities in expectation
of future requirements. Such a system,
well organized, would provide pur-
demand for produc-
tion. The Ford Company is doing ex-
actly that at the present time. Nine
new plants are already in the process
of construction, others are planned,
and a sum of $60,000,000 is to be spent
in building and improvements
While optimistic prophecies of quick
relief are practically non-existent, th
present degree of organized investiga
tion of the situation should, according
to Governor Roosevelt, lay the founda-
tions for "gradual progress toward
stabilization based upon authentic
average business experience passing
of local industrial problems."
An institution similar to our "Week
of Prayer" is held at Mount Holyoke
during three days each fall. At this
time there is given a series of lectures
called "Christian Fundamentals" deal-
ing with current religious thinking i
problems.
A recent issue of the Radcliffe Daily
contains an editorial entitled "Mysteri-
ous Disappearances." Apparently other
colleges also fall back on the annual
library situation when at a loss for
editorial subject matter. Quoting:
Agaii find
of books of all types have mysteriously
disappeared from the library: French
books, novels, histories,—all are gone.
but not forgotten. So early in the year
inishes the importance or sadness of
thaamong the Radcliffe
would attempt the fe
books. But just think
period creeping upon
all these books gone! Please, people!
whoever you are who have, thought-
lessly or otherwise, taken or kept these
books, please waken your consciences if
you have any. You have nothing to
fear and the library has everything to
gain. Bring the book in. Fill up the
A recent debate at Goucher College
has attracted much wide-spread
tion, particularly in view of the vic-
tory of the home team. The visiting
team. Mr. John M. MacCormick of the
University of Glasgow, and Mr. Nor-
man Alexander Bruce Wilson of St.
Andrew's, Edinburgh, upheld the affir-
mative side of the question
The principles of nationalism afford
the best basis for the organisation ul
ivorld society. The judges
Wychoff of St. John's College, Dr.
Dunn of the School of International
Relations at Johns Hopkins Univer-
Mr.
at Pratt Library.
The Sweet Briar News publishes
entertaining account o:
with the college chef. It appears that
freshmen eat more peas than anyone
else at Sweet Briar, and tl
eat more hash. The article
"Every noon the students put away 35
gallons of soup, regardless of its spe-
cies. It takes from 125 to 240
of beef for a meal, and last Sunday 324
pounds of chicken were consumed for
dinner. The refectory alone uses 50
gallons of milk a day." And waiving
the question of the difference
An interesting 1
us that "on
the top of the new Cathedral of 1
ing at the University of Pittsburgh,
This ball of red light,
tance of about five mi
in diameter. It will p
neys, broadcasting ;
sion towers, etc., from low-flying
planes at night."
SUE PAGE STUDIO (m^
Next Hotel Waban B0
Welleslev 0430 \^^J
XMAS PHOTOGRAPHS
as early as convenient
WILBAR'S"





first requested "something new" for
le rescue with genuine rajah lizard
they are demanding "something dif-





562 Washington Street Wilbarfr
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEW!
THE PEREGRINATING PRESS
PERRY has seen dozens of seniors international viewpoint in all the dis-
ringing at Miss Wood's door for
|
cussions, for the meeting was attended
their personnel conferences. He l by thirty students, representing Ger-
sneaked in the other day when the many, Japan, China, and America,
door was left half open, and was hor-
rified to hear a senior stating that she
intended to sell Unemployment Apples
York.
; thee
petition designs for the
mals program was submitted. A very
noticeable black and white poster has
been advertising this competition for
the past weeks, and the college has
for-
of the ten-dollar prize.
1VPN are are on the Welles-lvl ley campus in any case—and we
terror which swept
over a C. A board meeting when one
members of the Z. A. cast
dashed into Tizzie where the board
meeting wa being held.
Ballroom at Alumnae. A
there was a program of c
by the group of those who
some of the fall dancing >
THE inmates of Tower Court were
pleased to find that they were to
be served tea hereafter on Friday aft-
ernoons. Not to say anything heret-
ical against the fish, Friday seems
an especially good day for afternoon
tea.
--HERE ; iy phases of college
1 life which are puzzling, and it is
not always that we can ask questions
which will answer our problems. But
there certainly must be a spirit of
optimism abroad in regard to the ques-
tioning, for a freshman was heard in-
quiring at the information bureau as
to just what a student was expected
to say in her first conference with
her composition teacher.
strange question—a i
having heard in all letters
the new Ad building, wanted to
just what kind of advertising de
ment there was in the Wellesley
this vein, Perry won-
lge pink ques-
tion mark poster which decorates the
Ad building is intended to typify the
spirit of the college, or whether it has
some subtler significance. He hopes,
in any case, that an answering poster
will be put up, before Adonais chews it
up in one of his frisky moments.
her junior year in France, has been
awarded second place by the univer-
sity of Nancy, which annually gives
special notice to those ten students
making the highest grades during the
three-month term at the University.
QOPHOMORE gym can have its truly
tianucrns.is The c
so that they would be able to swing
along the rings, but when the hygiene
student examined their hands to make
sure, she was horrified to find that in-
stead they were thoroughly rubbed
THE Boston American wishes to re-
mind the students about the essay
contest which was announced last
week. The essay is to be on shop-
be secured by all who
in the contest.
lication of their picture in the
American, confided to Perry that they
had been getting some anonymous fan
mail. Imagine Perry's pleasure on
reading a two-verse poem entitled
The Fire Fighters of Wellesley—a real
poem with rhymes, "nozzle" and "goz-




Economic Depression Reaches Fruit Stores;
College Girls Renounce Oranges For Thrift
sponsible
iuy fruit? Do you support worn sophomore will, ten times out
unity grocer? Are you re- of ten, gravitate towards anything
or the present economic which resembles a bargain. Mr.
1 Do you really believe Frangoulis knows by this time that
not buying fruit you can they get the most for their money.
< that It is true, however, that this year
the loss to your health, the lack of is worse than former years. Ten
proper balance in your diet, the ab- years ago everyone bought fruit in
sence of all those lovely vitamins that large quantities. 1920 was one of the
are contained in a harmless form of, most prosperous business years of
let us say, an apple is to be deplored? this decade. 1930 differs entirely—
Have you not always had in the back and the depression shows even in the
of your head the idea that all fruit fruit business.
stores simply rolled in money because There are ways and means of get-
you have always seen other people ting what amounts to free fruit, how-
munching bananas or offering ever. Many mothers and fathers
oranges around the room? whose daughters have impressed up-
Alas! it is not so, Mr. Frangoulis on their minds the fact that fruit is
of the Wellesley Fruit Company ad- a rarity in college dormitories, that it
mits sadly. If Wellesley girls eat fruit costs "an awful lot" to buy it from
they must procure it from unknown their personal allowances, permit
sources; for at the most, only ten their offspring to send the bill to
girls order fruit to be sent up to their home. Others of a rarer nature
their houses every week, and fifty to surprise their child or their children
seventy-five cents' worth seems to be with an occasional box—they have
the extent of their periodical pur- even been known to put in a stand-
chase. Of course upperclassmen ing order.
vaguely order an apple or two, but fast in the fall, the oranges and
they always pick out the cheaper grapefruit that we dig into in the
brands. Once in a while, under the winter, in fact most of the fruit that
stress of some sure-fire salesmanship we consume at the college tables
or perhaps an insatiable hunger, they comes to us through the medium of
order as many as a dozen of apples, the Wellesley Fruit Company. At
oranges, and tangerines, but that is first the size of the orders which he
almost never. The freshmen, who received from the college almost ex-
have more opportunity to venture hausted Mr. Frangoulis' supply but
down Central Street, and who have he has now become accustomed to
not reached the stage where money filling demands that would stagger
no longer flows freely from home to most oi us.
Wellesley, are much better custom- Surprisingly enough the college
ers—they pick and choose, they show girls are almost as prompt as the
discrimination in their selection, and townspeople, who form the major
probably on account of their Hygiene part of the Frangoulis clientele, in
course, they want variety. They will, paying their bills. They do not have
perhaps, inquire for a certain fruit to be reminded frequently that they
when it is out of season in this sec- owe to Frangoulis Bros, the large
tion of the country—if they are sum of three dollars and seventy
forced to decide between six apples cents. Last year one or two girls did
at twenty-five cents and three at not pay their bills over the summer,
twenty they take three. On the con- Fortunately for the fruit business
care- they are the exception.
C. A. CALENDARS
New, different, enlarged
t C. A. office or dormitories
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
DENTIST
Colonial Bldg. Wei. 1212-M
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHY
PHYSIOTHERAPY
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL










yHE i; ndoor basketball season





'27 Jean Runyon to Mr. Carl
Jacques Holinger, of Chicago.
'28 Harriet Markson to Mr. Sidney in
Arthur Lee, Boston University '26. sylvania the features to be noted par-
'28 Margaret McGaw, ex-'28, to Mr. ticularly are those concerned with the
Harry Beaver. questions of prohibition and control of
'28 De Maris Davis to Mr. Bernard hydro-electric power.
Hearn of Washington, D. C. Analysing very briefly the causes of
'28 Jeanne Marx to Dr. Maxwell the election returns, Miss Overacker
Fineberg, McGill '21, M. D. '23. agreed with Dwight Morrow in be-
MARRiiD lieving that the People of the states
.,
expected to find heaven in the ad-
ed in 1928; when they
W. Haines. September 2, in
N. J.
Helen Solenberger to Mr
system. There
j ert Allan Stephens, Jr., July 23.
many players as '28 Harriet Winspear to Mr.
could not find they d
n 1930.
ing to this view, the nation-wide dis-
appointment in the- Republicans which
Robert
j
was registered jn the recent elections
was caused by a combination of the
utaker to Mr. Frederick, bus
.
ness depressioni tne prohibition
districts—the Vill, Tower, the Quad, ; Altschuler, September 2. question and the hydro^
and the Hill. Basketball is played two '28 Julia Adams to Mr. Gra*am
nights a week, each team playing for Lacy, September 17.
half-hour periods. An especially large '28 Eleanor Case to Mr.
number of freshmen are playing— I Belden, September 29.
between basketball and required gym i '29 Emily Cornell to Mr. Hai
they spend enough time at Mary Intyre Grout, Jr., November 15
Hemenway to entitle them to a hygiene i York City.
certificate by the end of freshman year.
f I OW many false impressions a
I* stranger can get from a tour of
our campus! One visiting friend
wanted to know why seniors were
allowed
mobiles.
/"AN Friday, November 21, the Cos-
^ mopolitan Club met at Agora.
The discussion of the evening was sep-
arated into two groups. One group
headed by Henrietta Hutcheson, cen-
run only
Difficulty for Congress
The gain of power on the part of the
Democratic party will probably, Miss
Overacker contended, have a serious
effect on the last session of the sev-
enty-first congress as well as on the
Germany. The other group, under
leadership of Mary Louise Fagg, dis- place
cussed the purposes of higher educa-
tion, and the old question of the whys
and wherefores of our coming to col-
tege. It was decided that many hardly
know, before coming, just why they are
planning to go to college; but after a
year or so, their reasons for coming
become quite clear. There was a truly
PLAYHOUSE BEGINS j session beginning
NOVEL EXPERIMENT ™fteff n^he
be
The Community" Playhouse will be-
gin a new experiment next Monday so
that members of the college may see
the complete bill.
Double feature bills continue; the in-
novation will come in having the order
of the feature pictures reversed on cer-
tain days. That is, on Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings the picture that
was first on Monday will come second,
and the second picture of Monday will
be first. A similar reversal will take
the last three days of the
Students attending Monday and
Thursday will be given passes so that
they may return on the following days
to see the picture which they missed.
This plan, being experimental, will
continue only if the student body
responds.
in December, 19:
i due in part to t
present Congress
ne ducks" who w
of insurgent Republicans and Demo-
crats in the present houses who will
try by the use of flllibuster to prevent
the accomplishment of any real legis-
Looking to the future, Miss Over-
acker concluded that nothing very
definite can be ascertained. The con-
trol of legislation seems to be a vital
question at the present moment be-
cause, owing to the evenness of the
number of representatives of both par-
ties in both Houses of the Seventy-
se-cond Congress, that control may
undergo many changes before it is
definitely settled in December. 1931.
NAN'S KITCHEN, Inc.
3 BOYLSTON PLACE




This new shade is the biggest
thing for Fall and Winter.
Just the thing for your Christ-
mas gift. Unusual values in






Clearance Sale in our Wellesley
Brookline and Boston Stores
Makes the
Friday and Saturday After
Thanksgiving Two of the Most
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The familiar official envelop
nade its appearance some time
ontained, as '31 well remembe:
han the usual lettered card; it brought
o prospective seniors the woeful tid-
ngs that cars on the Wellesley cam-
or the prohibition were stated: first.
the >ity
academic life of the college, and, of
secondary importance according to the
official statement, the need for correc-
tion of congested traffic conditions.
Seniors received the news with
lamentations; tearfully they bade fare-
well to cherished Fords and Chryslers,
mournfully they trudged, in sopho-
moric manner, from campus to village
and village to campus, and gloomily
they waited for the Saturday special.
On every dormitory corridor, on every
train to Boston, there was weeping and
wailing and gnashing of teeth; the
sounds of anguish even made their
way, in a faint echo, into Adonais and
the Free Press columns of the News.
But expressions of feeling have, on the
whole, been private and unheard.
Every student is confident that every
fellow student agrees with her in ob-
jecting to the ban on cars; yet nothing
is done about it—nothing is even said
the heavens, unwarned of. unprepared
for. unexplained, is bound to inspire
terror in the most self-expressing col-
lege citizen. The ways of Senate may
be mysterious and unknown to the in-
different majority. But even the in-
different majority knows that there is
a Senate, knows that on certain
Thursday evenings there is a light in
the Ad building by which the passer-
by may see a black-gowned senior
presiding over a meeting of faculty and
student representatives. And even the
indifferent majority knows that Senate
may be affected by student opinion;
there is always the smoking rule in
point. When a law simply and sud-
denly appears, however, when senate
members justly deny any connection
with the matter or any ability to alter
it, the case seems hopeless. If the
administration makes rules in this way,
jecting. So we have refrained, openly,
from objecting.
Ineffective as our complaints may be,
however, we believe that we ought at
least to state what seems to be the
prevalent student opinion concerning
senior cars. We—speaking now not
satisfied with the work of the G
Club? In either case an open expr
sion of public opinion would be :
valuable. If the Glee Club has earr
the consideration of the college, it <
serves to be assisted in meeting
problems.
Not many years ago Wellesley
Pick- girls were asked by the
Ups ministration not to walk
unaccompanied on Central
Street after dark. So far have the im-
plications of this request been forgot-
ten that many students feel absolutely
asking passing
for rides to and from the
village. Behavior such as this might
imply a lack of training in pre-college
days, but we hesitate to suggest this
as the real cause. We prefer to think
that it is thoughtlessness alone that is
responsible for such action. To say
the least, pick-ups seem absolutely the
least wise way of getting from the
village to the quadrangle, particularly
on a road such as Central Street. The
lation: that will not solve the problem.
Each girl who is accustomed to that
transportation should, how-
iider the lack of wisdom and
ble serious consequences of




but as the !
dividual's control. If there is i
which a college undoubtedly
as its goal, it is the developmer
tellectual responsibility; an
acquired that independence, if
not developed intellectual intei
intellectual habits which are t
an integral part of hersel:
destroyed by Satan in the fc
bright blue roadster, she is i
candidate for a degree from
stitution of higher education.
attempt to secure that degree
by removing the roadster be
frank admission of the failure
lege course.
We believe, also, that a n
recreation, of getting away fr<
lesley, is really nee
year. The senior
and harder work;
but more difficult days of concentrated
study. Just as we feel the need for
recreation more keenly in June and at
midyears than during the semester, we
senior year
inars, whole days of writing papers or
doing library work, exhaust our mindr
and ruin our dispositions; we demand
a quick, complete change of scene as
the most effective refreshment.
So much for our academic reasons
for complaint. Non-academically,
many of us are disappointed at missing
the sights, scenic and historic, of
Massachusetts. There is still the
spring, of course; but there is also the
general to trouble the Salem- or
Marblehead-minded next May.
And Anally, quite simply, perhaps
irrationally but very naturally, we re-
gret the passing of the glory and the
dream, we sigh for the days when
senior year was something to be an-
ticipated and remembered, when
academic achievement or even intellec-
tual growth was somehow divinely rec-







All contributions for this column
rnust be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
"o the Wellesley College News:
Many people take pleasure in declai-
ng that four years on a college cam-






ent problems. Much might be
both sides of both questions,
present purpose is merely to





I am weary of business depressions;
I am tired of the great unemployed;
For approaching Prosperity's footsteps
I hark with a love unalloyed.
problems of a certain class of people
residing in and forming part of a citi-
zenship of the city. The Boston
Tours are open to all who
3 one or more of the trips, Witl
has had the pleasure
of joining one of these groups declares
her afternoon revealing and well-
Cunimi>:-.km.s and markets that
spent. The
ranged and well c











itry's declining like Rome,
Simmons Beds will keep on
broke! Eat
Oh v.-u
'e of the Lithuanian
people, with talks by leading men of.
that nationality about the conditions
and progress of Lithuanians both here
in this country and in their homeland
on the Baltic. The program also in- English
eluded folk music presented by a glee reassur
club of native girls, and the tour ended
with a supper at a Lithuanian Metho-
A number of Adonais's friends have
lately expressed some concern for him;
they have been wondering whether he
has not been reading too many of the
e his well-wishers, he is here
printing a poetic effusion of his own
composition to prove that his contact
dist church. The contact which such with the great minds of English Litera-
a visit would make possible and the
j ture has serVed to stimulate his im-
resulting new points of view would agination and to increase his poetic
make a similar tour of great value to
; madness. The poem is in the form of





fall include the Czecho-Slovakian
'o the Wellesley College News: people, the Unemployed, and Crime and
When we were very young, we might
j
Punishment. Each visit promises a re-
ave sympathized with the editors of i warding program, and the first-hand
ist week's News, but now that we are I knowledge of any situation made pos-
ather older, we deplore the late and siole in tnis way would outweigh the
; is to be hoped fleeting passion for ; same number of hours spent in reading,
i at the breakfast table. I* we really do need a livelier con-
Glee Club
Does the lack of college support •
nting
. iKl,
in a college organ: ^.[ ; <:iY?
This is the problem which is now
facing the College Glee Club. In view
of the fact that the alumnae ir. New
Haven are arranging a concert for the
Glee Club in Christmas vacation, the
concert which the Giee Club is giving
in Wellesley on the sixth of December
must pay not only the expenses in-
curred by bringing the Williams Glee
Club here but must also provide the
money for taking the Wellesley stu-
dents to New Haven.
Judging from past experience the
prospect does not appear hopeful, and
: members of the Glee Cli
ie and effort to work whk
from the rest -
the college. But
, of the college justified? Is
paternalism. The freshman needs choral
Novelty! Novelty! It is the cry oi
the untutored generation. When one
has lived for three years in contem-
plation of the inevitable, one come;
upon a calmer frame of mind. One
grows accustomed, learns the tech-
nique—the savoir faire of breakfast
Familiarity breeds contempt, you say
Yet is it not the familiar that we
cherish—upon which we lean in a
crisis? Now that we have had it for
so long, we have come to depend on
our marmalade. The first three years
you may protest, but at the last you
have to have it. Although Wellesley
marmalade is entirely innocuous, it is
habit-forming.
Don't take our marmalade away!
1931
WHY BE KING OF A NUTSHELL?
una ;. n u. I inn
completely
This :
gainst the groans which invariably
ttend a too-difficult assignment; it
; in fact a plea for assignments which
.re a bit beyond our maximum powers.
Strangely enough, it seems to me
lore stimulating to be asked to do the
npossible, than to be told to add two
sciousness of today's problems and a
broader outlook on different phases of
life, is there any pleasanter and easier
way of acquiring them? And might it
not be well worth our while to devote
some Saturday afternoon in the course
of a year to a topic of vital interest?
Further information may be obtained
in the C. A. office.
1931
irregular type. The irregularity m
meter, thought, diction, and logic is
due to the high seriousness with which
it was composed and to the deep emo-
tion with which the poet was moved
at the time he wrote it. The break
at the end of the nineteenth line is
due to an interruption caused by the
coming of the morning mail. When
Adonais returned to the writing of the
way, but the : lost
strange scene again. Since it was an
ode, however, he had to progress, and
the poem ends in a spirit of glorious
-College Vespers
The Christian Association desires to
clear up some apparent misunder-
standing in regard to the Sunday even-
ing vespers which it arranges. Thanks
to the kindness of the societies most
of the services thus far have been held
in society houses. In holding the ser-
vices there, however, the Association
has not intended to convey the impres-
sion that the vespers were open only
to society members or to juniors and
seniors. Freshmen and sophomores are
cordially invited, as indeed are mem-





With never a sigh
When in disgrace
Longing for letters flH-IKi
! provedIf this be error and upon mi
Pray show me how I may be soothed.
When I consider how my light is spent
In tracing sources in old Testament
Then my spirits mournfully well up






could do the adc
;s the effort St
worth while; and though
may enable one smugly to
one's capabilities, it cannot possibly
expand them.
stimulus in discovering that
The News regret, the errors in the Nay
_
Hence loathed Melancholy
Ivance notice of the lecture to be Let us now be and
ven on December 2, by Professor Prase ,..s loves U
B
S
Etienne Gilson. The corrections have Prasei,.s loves us




ie evening of Monday, De-
1, if the sky is clear, the
Observatory will be open to
all members of the College and
their friends from 7:30 to 9:30. The
telescopes will be used for observ-
ing the Moon and, in the latter part
of the evening, the planet Jupiter.
' each Friday
ird will adorn
Which stands empty all tr.
Then in his own sweet way
He reminds us that we m
To ourselves send flowers










The second performance of the Wel-
lesley Concert Series took place on
November 19, with Victor Chenkin pre-
senting a programme of international
character songs. While one may ques-
tion the propriety of including such a
presentation in a concert series, since
music was but a small element of the
performance, one must admit that,
suitable or unsuitable, the presentation
was interesting as well as enjoyable.
Mr. Chenkin is endowed with genu-
ine histrionic ability, a thorough un-
derstanding of the folk song and folk
type, and a baritone voice above the
average, all of which he calls into play
in his interpretations.
The program was comprehensive, in-
cluding such varied types as the songs
of a jester, songs of Pierre Jean de
Beranger, Caucasian, Hebrew, and
Ukranian songs. It was in his group of
songs that relate to the mystic Rabbis
that Mr. Chen&n showed the height to
which characterizations such as his
may rise. There was the humorous




pretation each time by the varied in-
tonation of his response. In the in-
tense Song Without Words, where all
the tragedy and suffering of a whole
people are epitomized by the constant
iteration of the one exclamation '*Ai,"
and in the Kadish, in which the Rabbi
demands justice from God and re-
proaches him for delay, Mr. Chenkin
showed keen understanding of a little
known type and a remarkable ability
pealed i
at the comedy in the lines as well as
in the situations.
The delightful story of lovers' tribu-
lations, assumed names and mistaken
identities was successfully presented.
Undoubtedly Lucinda Lord gave the
outstanding performance in her inter-
pretation of the spirited, domineering
and aristocratic Lady Bracknell. She
spoke like a Lady, she dressed like a
Lady, she held her chin like a Lady,
and above all she was shocked like a
Lady. Helen Gunner was well suited
to the part of the adventurous Alger-
non, but Janet Hill, his elder brother,
was miscast as a man. Elsie Watkins
was charming as the young lady who,
expectation, makes stunlm;;: remarks
The demure Cecily was sympathetically-
done by Helen Bagenstose. Rosamond
part, but was at times too fidgety.
Alice Parke showed decided ability in
acting in the part of the
On the whole, the pi
han satisfactory, and t)
nd coaches, as well as
.re to be compIimtm-Ai
MR. CHENKIN GIVES
INTERVIEW TO NEWS
Prom South Africa to Wellesley—
that is typical of the routes followed by
Mr. Victor Chenkin, diseur in last
post-revolutionary
Russia in 1923. In
ed the News after the concert, Mr.
Chenkin described the experiences
which have so well fitted him to in-
terpret the sufferings of court jesters
and of rabbis, the playfulness of a
young girl, the abandon of Caucasian
and Ukrainian peasants.
At thirteen, Mr. Chenkin began to
act, his desire for self-expression and
imitation leading to amateur produc-
tions which he staged for the pleasure
of his family. Discovery of his mu-
sical talent led to the singing charac-
terizations which he does today; for he
dislikes the stiffness of evening clothes
and formal performances. Despite the
ing from the Revolu-
.
Chenkin continued acting un-
nkin's lighter characters ap- til his departure from the country,
st to the audience. Particu- Since that time he has traveled in
larly well received was the group of nearly all the countries of Europe; two
Caucasian songs, amusing and accu- years ago he 1
rate, but lacking the depth and im- in the Unite
aginative conception of the group of country




. fancied bride; finally,
le fellow picked up a
;h a fine lady on the
> thrashed by her hus-
nd he enjoyed the Wellesley
the first college
fore whom he had ever acted. He finds
that audiences differ greatly
listeners prefer the rath
charm of the Beranger songs, whereas
less cultured groups are enthusiastic
over the unsophisticated jovial n
zhiks. Europeans are always politi
Mr. Chenkin did not suggest in which
group Wellesley might be!There was a peculiar delicacy in the
presentation of the songs of Pierre I
Jean de Beranger, the kindly and dis- p^ACE IS PURPOSE
cerning old poet. The gentle pathos of
j
^p ARTIST'S WORK
the man's affection for his old coat,
his understanding of the improvident
little girl, his sorrowful realization at
the change of his plain neighbor
Lizetta into a fine lady, all made this
an exquisite piece of characterization.
A serious, and at times ratner cyni-
cal, note was struck in the interesting
group of songs of a jester. There was
also a group of humorous Yiddish
songs, and five Ukrainian songs, all
done with the same sympathetic un-
derstanding that characterized the
performance as a whole.
Mr. Chenkin was accompanied by
Jascha Pischerman, who also played
several solos, marred greatly by the
piano's being rather badly out of tune.
E. F. P., 1931.
ZETA ALPHA PLAY
Zeta Alpha's presentation of The Im
portance of Being Earnest by Oscar
"Wilde, last Saturday evening, we
admirable performance. The costumes
were appropriately effective, the acting
was well done, apparently with
.n unusual collection of the works
Violet Oakley has been on display
the Art Museum for the past week,
I will be there at least until Dec. 6.
The portraits of famous historians and
people well known in public life will
terest historians as well as artists.
Miss Oakley is already famous for
•r 43 great mural paintings in the
Pennsylvania State Capitol at Harris-
burg. The ensemble of murals is one
of the greatest monuments of peace.
It includes a study of the life of
William Penn, who wrote in 1673 a
plan for a Parliament of Men. The
study of his theory and science of
government gave Miss Oakley a back-
ground for her Geneva Sketches
which "Is not art for art's sake—it
a plea for peace."
The Geneva Sketches are divided
into three classes: the Delegates
Members of Delegations to the League
of Nations, Members of the Secre-
tariat of the League of Nations, and I Th
Members of the International Labor with
office. In the first group, are sketches Victor
of the impassive and powerful Dr. with
Stresemann as he appeared shortly
"
fore his death, of Sir Austin Cham- refrains
berlin
Paderewskl, of M.
las Litulesco of Roumania, and Count
Apponyi of Hungary in heated debate.
Among the portraits of
Dame Rachel Crowley, Miss
rector of the International
Union, Her Majesty Sophia, queen
Dowager of Greece, and on through
the list of personalities that are de-
voting their
In her travels about Europe Miss
Oakley made many portraits of royal
personages. One of particular interest
to Wellesley is the sketch-portrait of
Albert Spaulding, Violinist, who gave
particul
the British portraits
eyed Intelligence," in the
French is the excitable hair-spring
character. The impassive "carved
Japanese delegates
delightful bit of the Orient,
perhaps for the first
time the new International type
—
'the
men of good will'—morally and
lectually fit to be world citizens.
Oakley's most important single
the Sanctuary
the Graphic-Sketch
phia. The mural, which
feet high and eight feet
sents the life of Moses.
life. The
i is of Moses
Pharaoh'
show such scenes as the Burning
Bush, the Plagues, the Exodus, the Host
Pharaoh overwhelmed, etc. At the
j
is the picture of Moses' mother in-
j
structing him, which symbolizes the I
orial purpose of the mural.
Pilgrim's Notes show the diversity
of her style and subject matter. Irish
|
Egyptian
every part of the Mediterranean
icord her journeyings. They ar
t powerful, majestic, and
that is delightful contrast to the
frenzied American life.
Miss Oakley is considered one of the
living woman painters. Qhe
is not only talented, but has a deep
purpose behind her work. History
caught in the making is mi
after
The swiftness
most imperative that an event be re-
corded as soon as it occurs. Miss
Oakley's contemporary portraits are an
important contribution to the chron-
icles of the present time. Not history
alone, but the great issue of the day,
In the mu-
the State Capitol of Penn-
Miss Oakley has
triumph of law
enlarged and continued this idea
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
E. H. Young's new novel, Miss Mole,
comes like a gust of fresh, cool air into
an overheated room. After the tor-
rent of unpleasant realism which has
swept over modern writing since the
war, it is a welcome change. The book
is realistic, but with a difference—the
realism plays a subordinate part and
is lightened with humor; the charac- lems of 1
ters live but do not flaunt and flag
j
ject of life to grow in sympathy
their emotions to the breezes. The
they convey is of restrained
the whole
by Miss Young in a dignit
To
SHANTINEKETAN
To European and American readers,
Shantineketan by W. W. Pearson may
teresting educational experiment. The
volume takes its title from the name
of the Bolpur School of Rabindranath
Following the tradition of primitive
teachers in India, Shantineketan is
situated in a forest about one hundred
miles from Calcutta. Here the stu-
which we are grateful. Miss Mole ful
fills the promise of distinction which
its author gave us four years ago
William, and since then with Moor
Fires, The Mallets, and The Vicar's
Daughter. As in The Mallets we have
again the town of Radstowe and all
the charming descriptions of that
small English village, but without the
stilted unreality of the Mallet family
p! cp;u;tlOi V
education was stereotyped, it is es-
pecially interesting to learn that, for
the 150 boys of the ashran, "Educa-
tion consists, not in giving
which the boys will forget as soc
they conveniently can without ds
of failing in their examinations, b
allowing the boys to develop their
characters in the way which is nat- SCHOLARUNEARTHS
SHAKESPEARE RECORD
fields. The open-air classes begin
seven o'clock and continue until hi
past eleven. Aft
o'clock the boys seek refuge from the
heat of the day in their own thatched
dormitories and then again attend
classes until five o'clock.
After telling of the work of the
school, Mr. Pearson adds as an ex-
ample of the work which
story.TVte Gift to the Guru, which was
written by Satish Chandra Roy, a
young student who died after one
year's connection with the school. This
story is a strange combination of the
prosaic work of the
tion of the boys to
a fairy story elemei
Celtic legends.
The story, as well
general, may best b<
the Sanskrit verse which the boys sing
at Vespers: "Om, Shanti, Shanti,
Shanti," "Oh, Peace, Peace, Peace." An
attitude of rest and peace prevails
over the school, located as it is deep





Largest and Best Equipment
in Wellealey
ural to them."
These boys, from se-
not only exercise all conventional
the Courts, supervises the
punishment of offences. A spirit of
independence in guiding their own af-
fairs is fostered because it is in keep-
.ng with the policy of the Hindus to
aelieve that "self-government is better
Hannah Mole, in whom the book
centers, is thirty-eight, lean, long-
nosed and shabby; but she has, in
startling contrast, good-looking legs
and a breath-taking sense of humor,
an unexpectedly dashing line of con-
,
estimating human character. She is to
all appearances a meek and colorless than good government."
spinster; but that she does not lack The boys are of all castes
spirit soon appears from the amazing [ is expressly stated when they
number of times she has lost posi- I mitted that they are to be al
tions as companion to elderly ladies. I exercise their
She is, when the book opens, a respec-
j
matter of the
table vagabond, thoughtful enough to ' servation of <
realize the hampering effect of posses-
j
fees charged a
sions and affections. In spite of her
J
although in i
unprepossessing appearance, she is one | dents are alio
of those fortunate people to whom
|
charged seven
things are continually happening, and
her philosophy and reasoning about
her precarious existence are delight-
ful. "Hannah," says Miss Young,
"was not scrupulous about truth. She
was not convinced of its positive value,
[
i limiting and an i
5 for all boys,
Each pupil is
lonth for tui-
tion, board, and lodging, so that th
yearly expense to the parent is les
than one hundred dollars. But thi
does not represent the actual expendi
ture, for the large yearly deficit ha
The bar.
The daily routine of the school is
this: The boys are awakened before
sunrise by the singing of one of the
poet's songs. After their bath they
have fifteen minutes for silent wor-
ship under the trees or in the open
A sense of humo
agination keep her
of irritation with her elderly ladies.
At thirty-eight, dismissed again, she
accepts the position of housekeeper for
a minister, his two daughters and his
nephew. This time the vagabond does
not escape so easily from possessions
and affections. She finds the school
girl, Ruth, the colt-like, nervous Ethel,
the smug Dr. Corder, and the mock-
ing Wilfrid unexpectedly engrossing.
Before Vagabond Hannah knows it, she
is caught up in the tangle of their lives
and is unable to walk out on them as
flippantly as was her wont with fc
mer employers. Her year with t
Corders proves the most eventful
A new record of William Shakes-
peare's father, John Shakespeare, has
been unearthed by Professor Leslie
Hotson of Harvard.
Stratford describes John Shakespeare
as a wool dealer. Documentary proof
of his dealings in wool is now forth-
coming for the first time from the
record of a suit in the cc
mon pleas, which, Professor Hotson
finds, was brought by John Shakes-
peare in 1599, two years before he died.
Professor Hotson, describing the suit,
"John Shakespeare, by his attorney,
William Court, sues John Walford of
Marlborough, Wiltshire, o:
21 pounds, alleging that c
4, 1568, at Stratford-on-Avon, Walford
bought 20 tons of wool off him for 21
pounds payable on demand.
"Walford had never paid, and
Shakespeare demanded his money and
20 pounds damages. In reply, Walford,
by his attorney, Stephen Henchman,
denies he owes Shakespeare anything
and is ready to prove his contention."
The plea roll containing account of
further proceedings has unfortunately
Weaving itself nto the pattern of
the book as an important complement
to the character of Hannah Mole is the
English town of Radstowe and the
country about it. .ike "the little wind
driving the fallen leaves along the
pavement," local descriptions blow
through the pages
"Miss Mole hat missed the spring
in Radstowe, she fiad missed the al-
mond blossom—
a
aint pink against a
bright blue sky or rosy against a grey
sed the lilacs and
laburnums and th double cherry, the
tall tulips in the gardens and the con-
sciousness that, ac oss the river, prim-
Miss Young's smooth, leisurely style
is also most acceptable in contrast to
the staccato of the stream of con-
sciousness school of writing. Her
phrasing is sufficiently fresh and pun-
gent to counterac t any monotony of
THE RESTYLE SHOP
Why Sew--
When You Ought To Study?
Your Gowns—formal, informal, or just gowns, can be
repaired, restyled, brought up to the minute by experts,
at prices you will be willing, even glad, to pay.




served up reality in an extremely pala-
table manner. Like Miss Mole, the
author seems to be endowed with an
unusual imaginative gift, a "power for
transmuting what is common into
COLLEGE STUDENTS
are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive our
best attention.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
For Rent, $5.00 per Annum and up
The Wellesley National Bank








With all femininity faring forth to the
dance in Grecian-themed evening frocks,
I. Miller has met the classic mode with an
utterly irresistible array of Grecian-
themed evening sandals and they're
priced at only $16.50. Do come in and see
them!
GROSS STRAUSS - 1. MILLER
19 and 21 Central Street Wellesley
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS





TAKE HEED FOR THE MORROW
To harassed seniors whose present
seems so full of unavoidable pressure-
warning to "consider the future" may
seem premature. However, if you do
not already know what you want to do,
take account of stock, and then take
some practical steps to find yourself
the right opening.
The Personnel Bureau is anxious to
be of every possible help to you, both
now with your immediate problems and
at any future time. Its functions are
"The functions of the Bureau are
varied. It suggests candidates in re-
sponse to direct requests from employ-
ers; it answers inquiries and furnishes
credentials concerning candidates who
make independent applications for
positions; it co-operates with other
vocational service agencies by making
nominations and by giving detailed in-
formation in regard to Wellesley grad-
uates, and is always on the lookout for
desirable openings of interest to college
graduates."
To this end, it invites every men
of 1931 to register. This involves
filling out of the registration bla
which includes obtaining signatures of
faculty members and heads of houses
who are willing to recommend you;
and the payment of a $2.00 fee, which
entitles you to life membership. The
Bureau is constantly having experi-
ences with alumnae who should have
registered while they were in college
and neglected to do so. This causes
unnecessary inconvenience to the
Bureau and precludes the possibility
of its assisting such alumnae
several ways. Also, for ob\
sons, it becomes increasingly difficult
to secure significant recommendations
from the faculty after the passage of
The registration period is from nov
to December 18th. Blanks may be pro
cured from Room 1, Administratioi
Building, and complete instruction
for filling them out are posted on th>
Personnel Bureau bulletin board h
Founders Hall.
For any seniors who wish further in
formation about registering
wish to have their conferences before
so doing, Miss Sturgis is holding office
hours daily except Saturday from 11:00
to 11:40, or will give special appoint-
ments at other times. Arrangement;
for these may be made in Room 1
Administration Building.
ASTRONOMER
A young French girl, left on her owr
and Chicago
has been associated with the Chicago
Daily News of Chicago since 1917.
Among the books of poetry Mr.
Sandburg has published are In Reek-
Ecstasy, Chicago Poems, Corn-
huskers. Smoke and Steel. Slabs of the
Sunburnt West, and Good Morning,
His Rootabaga Talk for
children and his restrained yet sym-
pathetic biography of Lincoln, The
Prairie Years, have been likewise
favorably received by critics.
Mr. Sandburg has been enthusias-
tically greeted at Wellesley. where he
has charmed a large audience by his
readings. In this respect Wellesley
represents the reception accorded to
Mr. Sandburg throughout the United
States. Yet perhaps the admiration
and appreciation of the English people-
expressed through the Westminster
Gazette a few years ago is quite the
highest honor that could be achieved
by
fine courageous opUmi-.ni
about Mr. Carl Sandburg. Never is
there the least trace of sentimentality.
His outlook on life is the virile, out-
spoken one of Walt Whitman, but-
being a European—he has the sense
of beauty inherent in an old civiliza-
tion. Like Whitman, Sandburg is es-
sentially modern: he can see the ro-
mance, the adventure, the tragedy of
great steel railroad lines stretching
Bu Whitman never wrote anything
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le state. Socialism, Mr. Porter
jded. was his hope for the future.
HATHAWAY GIVES
FINANCIAL REPORT
The members of Hathaway House
Bookshop recently received their div-
idends, and with them the following
financial statement:
thousand patrons of Hathaway
House Bookshop will share in the six
.(.ill dividend declared by vote of
,rustees on purchases made during
the twelve months previous to June
leth last. Hitherto the annual
dividend has been five per cent.
As usual, checks will be mailed
t<? in November to all members not
indred to be sent this year, one-half
i to residents of Wellesley, one-fourth
last year's "seniors" and the re-
mainder to Alumnae and members of
the College faculty.
The Trustees of Hathaway House,
elected at the annual meeting, are as
Miss Julia S. Orvis Chairman
Miss Frances L. Knapp Clerk
Mr. Benj. W. Guernsey Treasurer
Mr. Walter Hunnewell
Mr. Hugh Walker Ocden
Miss Ellen F. Pendleton
Mr. Myron E. Pierce
Miss Melanie Truman
(student member)
Statement of Assets and Liabilities a?
Fixed Assets
Land & Bldg.
Fur. & Fix. (Bldg.)





DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley S
Prompt Attention




angered by the practical embargo se
up by the United States against for
eign goods, have sought to retaliate
in kind. Workers abroad have suffered
Washington; trade relations between
nations have blackened considerably,
ille Plammarion. For twenty years she
assisted him; but long before the years
had ended with his death, she had
become his wife. Now Mme. Flam-
marion, by appointment of the French
Government, is head of the great ob-
servatory at Juvisy. She is perhaps
the only woman ever appointed by a
What the United States can-
more cheaply than
she should import,
then concentrating on the production
of goods which she can sell to advan-
tage against competition.
A second malignant outgrowth of
the prevailing system of trade relations
is. according to the speaker, the policy
of "sending the flag after the dollar."
Protection of the American investor,
wherever his money may be endan-
gered, leads the United States into
strained situations with China, the






















in which to do your Christmas Shopping.
Br ng in your list and let us
help you with your selections.
Be Sure a id Order Your Christmas Cards Now.
MR. FROST EXPLAINS A
CAREER FOR WOMEN
On Tuesday afternoon, November 18,
Mr. Henry A. Frost spoke in Founders
Hall on Landscape Gardening as a
career tor Women.
Mr. Frost stressed the fact that the
course begins with the teaching of
simple elements of design. The land-
scape architects begin their work by
doing the comparatively easy work of
Planning the contours of the estate
and the site of the house. , tions.
Mr. Frost discussed the opportunities boards would buy
for women in this field. Most of the and would be able
graduates go into practice, though I as well
there is also the possibility of teaching. The pol
The average beginning pay is sixty to
seventy-five cents an hour. As success
depends to a certain extent upon so-
cial connections, Mr. Frost considers
't valuable to have a general cultural
background.
where Germany is falling under
domination of demagogues, v
Russia threatens almost anything,
Great Britain is sunk deep in domestic
difficulties. War has b
for the period between 1935 and
In order to set up machim/rv i
will prevent such an outbreak
Porter believes that the natioi
the world will probably have to «
lish through the League of Ni
for the control of raw materials. The
United States would be obliged to re-
verse her tariff policy, but would be
protected against sweated foreign
labor by the action of the Internation-
al Labor Office of the League of Na-
Government-controlled import
Profit and Loss Statement 1
ending June 30, IS
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Deduct: Operating Expenses 23,933.05 1
Complete Your Color Scheme
with a new Underwood Portable Typewriter in color.
Color—a dominant note in modern and collegiate life
—
now makes this formerly prosaic appearing machine har-
monize with your room or stu.lv. Available in Royal Blue,
Mandarin Red, Black, Mahogany, Walnut, Grey or Green.






Net Profit from Operations 4.143.44
Add: Other Income 340.12
Total 4,483.56
Deduct: Interest Paid 1,854.26
Net Profit 2,629.30
I hereby certify the above to be a
tlon to the best








y of military protection for
would be dropped: national
barriers would, as far as possible, be
done away with; and finally there
.vould be of necessity a reorganization
of the entire industrial system so that










Under sunny skies ... in air soft with the
fragrance of pines... on the 5 D.J. Ross
golf courses (with new grass tees) at Pine-
hurst, N. C. ! Apex of sport and good
times ... tennis, polo, shooting, riding,
archery, aviation . . . with special tourna-
ments of national importance. Hospitality
. . . sunlitrooms . . . in theexclusive Carolina





CALENDAR DR. HOLT ASSAILSSYSTEM OF LECTURES
In a recent talk, as reported by the
New York Times, Dr. Hamilton Holt,
former editor and proprietor of
the Independent and now president of
Rollins College, made a vigorous attack
on conventional methods of college and
university education, especially on the
"lecture-quiz-recitation system."
Dr. Holt, in the course of his talk,
discussed faculty-student relationships.
He began by stressing the need of
a more human attitude on the part of
professors toward their students, as
shown by educational customs still in
vogue, and by contrasting what he got
at college from classmates and his own
efforts with what he got from the pro-
fessors. "With my colleagues in jour-
nalism," he said, "I was shoulder to
shoulder six days a week and eight to
lation that was human, friendly, co-
operative, democratic and constant,
whereas my relation with the profes-
sors at college was infrequent, always
formal, and frequently forbidding."
Turning to the subject of overdone
research, the speaker asked whether
the best teacher was he who had the
longest list of books in Who's Who, or
the man who showed capacity for
friendship, appreciated the student's
point of view and was first of all a
College curricula were next taken up
by the speaker. They are based, he
said, on the remarkable assumption
that the student goes to his room,
there studies faithfully for two hours,
and then goes in for his recitation.
"Yet investigations have disclosed that
10 per cent of our American
do study 100 per cent during
hours, but that another 10 per
lot study at all, and how they




As t0 the remainine 80 Per
uU
cent, they fluctuate between the two
extremes. Meanwhile, as no minister
ever became a master of theology by
hearing others preach, so I do not
think any one ever got an education by
hearing lectures. And I venture to say
that one third of the degrees given in
I States should not have been
WH I i >i i--Y cm i i-ci-.
Four out of five possible winners
Nobel prizes have recently been i
nounced. Two of the recipients
from the United States; this is
first time that the prize for literat
and the sec
subject of Mr. George G. Anderson,
President of the Consolidation Coal
Company. Professor H. S. Rauschen-
bush of Dartmouth College talked on
Nationalization: a Concrete Plan. The
last talk was given by Norman Thomas,
Director of the League of Industrial
Democracy, and concerned Reorgan-
izing the Coal Industry for Public
To those who are wisely fore-handed
in their Christmas shopping an oppor-
tunity to purchase novel and attractive
gifts will be offered in the Sale for the
Blind which is scheduled for Thursday.
4. Among the variety of
articles on sale at Shake-
speare Society House from 10:30 a.m.
and gay bags, all made by hand by
blind people.
Wellesley feels a particular interest
in this sale and in those for whose
benefit it is being held. For several
.
years Wellesley girls have volunteered
as companions to individual blind girls,
j
reading aloud and going for walks with
j
them. Other students have read aloud
to groups of the blind and have helped
|
in various branches of handicraft work, i
All volunteer work is done at the
Massachusetts Division of the Blind.
Come and see what remarkable work









Your Last Year's Clothes Made Over to Look Like New.
COLONIAL TAILORS AND FURRIERS
Tel. Wei. 2080




Babbitt. This amounts to about $46,000.
Dr. Karl Landsteiner, of the
Rockefeller Institute of Medical Re-
search in New York City, gets the
honor and about $48,000 for his contri-
his discoveries in classifying different
types of human blood.
The recipients of the two other Nobel
prizes, for physics and chemistry, are
Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman,
Professor of Physics, at Calcutta Uni-
versity, for his work on the diffusion of
light, and Prof . Hans Fischer of Munich,
When Alfred B. Nobel, Swedish sci-
and of
CONDITION OF COAL
'he Liberal Club, the Cooper
indation. and the Division of the
College
Bituminous Coal Industry
7 and 8 in the Friends Meeting House,
Swarthmore College. The conference
died in 1896, he bequeathed $9,00(
with the stipulation that the interest
j
Operator Sees It
from the fund be distributed yearly
!
Four sessions were held. The first
had as its subject An Industry in
Chaos, and was presided over by Pro-
fessor Joseph Willits of the University
of Pennsylvania. The Competitive En-
vironment of Bituminous Coal Mining,
and Whafs Wrong With Coal—As the
about $46,000, but varies with the in-
come from the fund. Any prize may be
reserved for one year, or divided be-
tween two recipients of equal merit.
Since December 10, 1901, the Nobel
Foundation has been awarding each
year prizes in physics, chemistry, lit-
erature, medicine, or physiology, and
peace, although the latter has fre-
quently
shared the award for phys-
i and gained recognition for








Goodrich of the Uni-
versity of Michigan talked on Indus-
trial Relations; Mr. Henry N. Taylor,
President of the Sheridan-Wyoming
Coal Company, on The Operator's
Problem; and Mr. Oscar Ameringer,
Editor of the Illinois Mine Worker on
Unionism Today and Tomorrow.
The third session was concerned with
Civil Liberties and the Company Town,
with Jacob Billikopf, Arbitration
Chairman of the Amalgamated Cloth-
ing Workers, presiding. Mr. Roger N.
Baldwin, Director of the American
Civil Liberties Union, Mr. John A.
Fitch of the New York School for
Social Work, and Mr. Arthur Garfield
Hays, Counsel for the American Civil
Liberties Union, were speakers.
Dr. E. M. Patterson, President of the
American Academy of Political and




Day - - -
modernized!
quaint as a daguerreotype . . .






ing black-and-gold color de-
formality of Victoria'




For your Home-for your Hostess
Though you're far away
you can easily send flowers
home—flowers that will
bring your personality
right to the festive board
—
to help make the day one
of great thanks.
If you're to be enter-
tained hereabouts a few
blossoms as a courtesy will
add to the happiness of the
day.


















Just right for the
coming winter
weather.
$o 00
each
E.A.DAVISA CC,
Holman Block
WELLESLEY
